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ABSTRACT  

 

Social media is one tool in the exchange of information that allows everyone to interact. Lately, social media has become a public 

concern in various interests, including in the economic field, especially stock transactions in the capital market. Investors exchange 

information in the capital market by using social media as a tool to find information. Searching for information through news 

posted on social media is one of the considerations in analyzing stock movements so that it can have an impact on investor decision 

making which is also the reason for the volatility of stock prices. This study discusses how news on social media can have an 

impact on stock price volatility. This study aims to test how high investors are in making decisions from social media news. This 

research will provide insight that investors in Indonesia can absorb information well or not. The results of this study will have an 

impact on the contribution to the theory of market efficiency that is how efficient the Indonesian capital market is.The sample in 

this study were all companies listed on the IDX. The data analysis technique used is the vector autoregression (VAR) model and 

stock price volatility is measured using the APARCH model. The results of this study found that news on social media harms stock 

price volatility. Even investors start making decisions before the news is posted.     
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Social media is a technology in the exchange of information and communication that is very developed at this time (Luo, 

2013). Social media is defined as a change in feelings, actions or behaviour that comes from the interaction between individuals 

or communities (Tokmakcioglu and Tas, 2012). Social media can be the most accessible and inexpensive tool for all circles of 

society. Besides being easy and cheap, social media is also a fast information exchange tool in exchanging information (Chahine 

and Malhotra, 2018). Because social media is a cheap and easy technology, it allows everyone to have social media.  

Problems that are often published on Indonesian social media today are about politics, society and culture which can affect 

the economy of a country (Zwick & Schroeder, 2007). One of the studies is that conducted by Zhang et al (2013) which states that 

social media can influence behaviour and decision making by each individual in every field of the economy such as investors or 

managers. Information exchange on social media related to the capital market is also sometimes carried out by investors through 

discussions in online exchange forums (Wu and Olson, 2015). Many studies study the relationship between social media and 

investor decisions, such as Zhang et al (2017), Chahine & Malhotra (2018), Hajek (2016), Carabias (2018), and Uygur & Tas 

(2013) which explains that there is a lot of news that significantly affects the decisions of investors and managers, for example, 

political news or news about the company's prospects that give signals to investors for the influence their decision making.  

The use of social media in Indonesia is increasing rapidly in the 21st century, it is necessary to know how the behaviour 

of investors in Indonesia in absorbing information or news available on social media (Wu & Olson, 2015). Previous research stated 

that in Indonesia the majority have a behavioural bias, namely not responding to all information provided by the market because 

most of them are only based on experience as described in behavioural finance, which is related to representativeness bias (Sina, 

2014). Representativeness bias is a behavioural bias associated with the retrieval of information based on experience, not based on 

seeking the latest information (Wu and Olson, 2013).  Representativeness bias states that there is a behavioural bias based on 

previous experience and does not consider current information. This bias means that investors in Indonesia cannot receive new 

information from social media but it is not natural that any information is not absorbed by investors today due to the increasing 

use of social media. So it is necessary to study empirically whether the increased exchange of information on social media can 

affect investor behaviour and decision making. Although every investor is not always rational, the news in the market greatly 

influences economic decision making (Zhang et al, 2013; Tetlock, 2007; Maragoudakis and Serpanos, 2015).  

The relationship between social media and stock volatility can be explained by the stimulus organism response (SOR) 

theory that there is a response from everyone caused by information and news communication that causes someone to take an 

attitude (Mehrabian and Russel, 1974). This theory explains how investors can respond to any news received through social media 

and absorb the information and then make decisions. Investor decision making is the main factor in buying and selling shares 

which allow for stock price volatility (Mizuno et al, 2017). EMH theory can also explain this research. According to EMH theory, 

an efficient market is a market whose prices represent market information quickly and accurately (Fama, 1970). If it is associated 

with this research, the news information available in the market is expected to be information that can quickly change investors' 

decision making. If the news on social media does not affect the volatility of stock prices, it can be concluded that the capital 

market in Indonesia is not efficient because investors cannot absorb information in the market and vice versa.  

Volatility shows fluctuations in random stock price movements which sometimes increase or decrease (Raneo & Muthia, 

2018). Eminike (2010) explains that stock prices can be used as the intrinsic value of equity in volatility modelling. Lim and Sek 

(2013) state that stock price volatility relates to stock price information in assessing risk to be used as a basis for forecasting and 

evaluating the performance of a company's shares. A volatile market will make it difficult for companies to raise their capital in 

the capital market because it has a higher level of uncertainty than the stock returns obtained (Kartika, 2010). Therefore, investors 

must be able to predict the movement of stock prices, so investors can know the right time to sell and buy shares. To assist in 
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making decisions, it is necessary to have information that is considered by investors in making decisions. This study uses factors 

from social media in investor decision making because social media is the main factor in shaping investor behaviour. 

Many previous studies discuss investor sentiment towards stock prices, namely Zhang et al (2017), Hajek (2016), Zhang 

et al (2013), Yinglin (2017), Uygur and Tas (2013), Mizuno et al (2017) with The results of the study are that there is a significant 

influence between investor sentiment in social media on stocks. In addition, previous research also links politics and stocks (Jiyang 

et al, 2009) with the result that the market responds to political news. Wang & Lin (2009), Tokmakcioglu and Tas (2012), Xue et 

al (2016), Mizuno et al (2017), state that news related to microeconomic and macroeconomic companies can affect stocks. From 

previous research, the difference that has not been studied by previous researchers is the independent variable of news on social 

media. News on social relates to taking the news that is shared on social media. It is known that every stock market social media 

always updates news about systematic risk and unsystematic risk. This research is useful to test the validity of the news that whether 

investors using social media can take advantage of and understand the news or not, or whether the news on social media is just a 

formality. This is different from previous research which only looked at investor sentiment from positive or negative comments 

on social media, besides that other studies only took political or cultural news from the mass media that were not specific to each 

company. So to see how the use of social media by investors in Indonesia without bias and more valid information, investors can 

read the news directly available on social media, because unbiased investors are investors who seek information not from one 

source but by considering several sources including analyzing the news available on social media. (Thaler, 2003). 

The objective of this study is to see how high the reliability of news on social media can be to make investors' decisions. 

With the strong influence of news on social media, investors in Indonesia can use news on social media as a consideration in 

making decisions. Thus, how efficient the Indonesian capital market is can be seen from how high the absorption of information 

from investors is for making investment decisions. So, The contribution of this study is to see whether high use of social media in 

developing countries such as Indonesia can reduce the representativeness bias of investors in Indonesia. This research will also 

provide evidence that investors in Indonesia can take and digest information in making decisions or not and whether social media 

can reduce information asymmetry to achieve better market efficiency, thus this can be the basis for investors to be able to trust or 

consider news on social media in making decisions to achieve a more efficient capital market. In addition, with this research, 

investors can use news and social media as a basis for analysis in making decisions. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Social media is a technological phenomenon that provides communication and information between humans (Chahine 

& Malhotra, 2018). Social media, which has developed along with technological developments, has developed very rapidly in the 

20th century so that it provides space for humans to be able to exchange information instantly and quickly. The very fast exchange 

of information allows users to know many things about other people or other institutions in privacy or public. 

The development of social media has an important role in today’s economic and business world (Xue et al, 2016). The 

reason is that in this era almost everyone can use social media to exchange information quickly, easily and cheaply. People who 

have the slightest income can get information from gadgets that are also relatively cheap. This provides an opportunity for business 

people and many companies to use social media to analyze and improve marketing, sales, return on investment (Wu & Olson, 

2015). Marketing and sales of companies using social media can be used to introduce their products and analyze sales and opinions 

from consumers (Wu & olson, 2015). Meanwhile, those related to investment returns can be used to analyze trends in stock values 

(Hajek, 2016). The use of social media in analyzing stock trends has been widely developed by current researchers, namely by 

looking at how high the sentiments of social media users are in absorbing news. The sentiments of social media users can vary, 

some are only neutral in digesting information, some are negative or some are even positive (Pompian, 2012). This attracts 

researchers to focus more on research on how user comments can affect the rise and fall of stock values.  

Haritha & Uchil (2019) stated that one of the factors that influence investment decision making is a psychological factor 

which in neuroscience is known as behavioural finance (financial ehavior). In behavioural finance, it is often associated with 

cognitive and affective elements. Cognitive is related to the process of thinking rationally by using the knowledge possessed by 

everyone (Farkas & Keshk, 2019). While effective relates to different behaviours of each person such as emotions, moods, and 

feelings. Both of these factors can also be influenced by news in the media (Taylor, 1991). News can affect cognition in the sense 

that media users can take information from the media and then use it as consideration for investment decision making, while in an 

affective perspective, news in the media can cause emotional changes and panic in decision making. 

There are previous studies that explain that investors in Indonesia are mostly irrational in taking information (Sina, 2014). 

This means that investors in Indonesia tend not to absorb and understand the news well. This makes the trend of stock prices 

difficult to predict or in other words, the market in Indonesia is inefficient. Therefore, this research has a contribution to re-examine 

the ehavior of investors in line with the development of technology, especially in social media, whether the development of the 

media can increase the rationality of investors. 

News can also form the image and legitimacy of investors about a company which can affect the affective and cognitive 

aspects of investors (Strauss, 2017). Affective and cognitive aspects are the basic elements in representing SOR theory (Mehrabian 

& Russell, 1974). The news conveyed to investors is not immediately responded to directly, but some investors have their own 

affective and cognitive differences. So that effective and cognitive become the cause of investors in making decisions because they 

are internal factors of the organism. Decision making that is realized by increasing the sale or purchase of shares has an impact on 

stock price volatility (Shimek et al, 2014).  

Stock prices can be influenced by many factors, including social media. Zhou et al (2017) as technology develops, the 

exchange of information becomes faster and more instant, allowing social media to become one of the factors that have a strong 

influence on stock price volatility. Social media is a tool that has a wide reach, therefore social media can affect everyone, 

companies and organizations and can even influence people’s mindsets (Sohangir et al, 2018). If social media can influence 

people’s mindsets and culture, then social media certainly has the power to influence investors’ decision making (Vlachy et al, 

2017). This is supported by Zhang’s (2013) statement that social media can attract investors’ attention in buying shares in the 

capital market which will affect stock price volatility. Cuiqing et al (2013) stated that social media related to company information 
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has also proven to be a valuable source in explaining future stock price trends. Luo (2013) also said that social media can 

complement investors’ information about the prospects for future company performance. In the financial literature, it is also 

recommended for investors to predict the value of the company by using the analysis of messages and news on the internet and 

social media (Tetlock, 2007). Maragoudakis and Serpanos (2015) state that the passage of stock prices can be influenced by articles 

and news related to the company itself as well as the politics and economy of a country. In addition, Tetlock (2007) says that news 

on social media can predict broader movements in stock price activity.  

Stock price volatility is defined as the difference between current and past stock prices (Rajput et al, 2012). Thus, the 

higher the price difference between the present and the past, the higher the volatility. Because the ups and downs of prices depend 

on supply and demand in buying and selling shares, investors’ decision making in buying or selling shares can also affect stock 

price volatility (Yadav, 2017). Meanwhile, investor decision making can be influenced by information that investors get from 

social media (Farkas and Keshk, 2019). Concerning the EMH theory, an efficient market is a market whose price represents 

information in the market (Fama, 1970). If there is good news in the market, the market should respond with rising prices, and vice 

versa. If the available information does not affect the stock price, it can be said that the market is weak. This study confirms the 

EMH theory that it can have an impact on the capital market, namely the higher the speed of information exchange, the more 

efficient a capital market is. Indonesia, which has a rapid development of information on social media, in addition to the view of 

SOR theory that every stimulus or stimulus, will be processed by the organism and respond by deciding and acting (Chang, 2011). 

This theory allows social media to be a stimulus for investors where investors can think about and manage the news available on 

social media by using affective and cognitive elements then realized by making decisions, namely by buying and selling shares 

which have an impact on stock price volatility. Laurent (2004) stated that the volatility of bad news is higher than that of good 

news. It is also explained by Uygur and Tas (2013) that bad or negative news can cause more volatility than good news. This is 

due to the attitude of investors who are more vigilant and watchful in the crisis phase towards bad news than good news. Tetlock 

(2007) adds that high media pessimism about news can predict high market trading volume as well. So, when social media has 

positive news then the volatility also leads to good news or the shock to the positive level is not too high, and vice versa. When 

the news provided by social media has a negative connotation, the volatility shock will increase. From this statement, it can be 

concluded that if the news available on social media is negative, then the volatility of stock prices will increase and vice versa. 

 

METHOD 

 

This study uses quantitative methods. The type of data used in this study is secondary data which includes the availability 

of news posted on social media with the stock bit application and closing stock prices on stock data. The sampling technique in 

this research is purposive sampling. Some conditions in taking samples are companies that have news posted on social media 

throughout 2020 year. The news taken is the only news that also has previous news posts on related companies with a grace period 

of 1 to 2 weeks. The next requirement is news that has a negative or positive connotation meaning to reduce the level of the 

subjectivity of the researcher. From these various conditions, 355 samples were found. 

The measurement of social media variables in this study is the lexicon approach. The lexicon approach allows 

words/sentences to be classified as news with negative or positive connotations based on adjectives and negative words such as. 

The following is the analysis process using the lexicon approach (Wu & Olson, 2015): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 process lexicon approach 

 

The measurement of stock price volatility was measured using the APARCH model. The APARCH model was developed 

from the ARCH and GARCH models. The following equation describes the ARCH and GARCH models: 

𝑦𝑡 = 𝑥𝑡𝛾 + 𝜀𝑡          (1) 

𝜎𝑡
2 =  𝜔 +  𝛼𝜀𝑡−1

2 +  𝛽𝜎𝑡−𝑖
2       (2) 

The conditional variance (because it depends on the previous period) Has three parts, namely the average𝜔, previous period 

volatility 𝜀𝑡−1
2  called ARCH, and the variance of the previous period 𝜎𝑡−𝑖

2  called GARCH. Then to understand the APARCH model, 

it can be explained through the following equation : 

𝜎𝑡
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With 𝛼0, 𝛼𝑖, βj are model parameters (p,q), δ estimated using the Box-Cox transformation under standard deviation conditions. 

While  𝛾𝑖 as the leverage effect. If the leverage effect is positive, it means that bad news has a stronger influence than good news, 

and vice versa (Laurent, 2004). 

The data analysis method used is the vector autoregression (VAR) method. VAR model is a model that explains the 

relationship of a variable with the past of the variable itself and the past of other variables in the equation model. VAR can also 

explain variables that have a time series and can provide an overview of the dynamic impact of the relationships of all variables. 

The VAR model with a lag of 1 can be defined by the following equation:  

 

VSt = f (SMt, SVt-1, SMt-1) 

𝑉𝑆𝑡 =  𝛼0 + ∑ 𝛽 𝑆𝑀𝑡 + ∑ 𝛽 𝑉𝑆𝑡−1 + ∑ 𝛾1𝑖 𝑆𝑀𝑡−1 +  𝜀𝑡      (4) 

VSt   = stock price volatility today 

SMt  = news on social media today 

SVt-1,  = previous day's stock price volatility 

SMt-1  = previous news on social media 

 

DATA ANALYSIS RESULTS 

 

The results of this study show the estimation results of the VAR model is calculated. From that table estimation, it can 

be seen that the largest value of R square is the dependent variable of stock price volatility (VS), which is 0.6849. So that the 

variable that can be used as the dependent variable is VS. in the table it can be seen that there is a statistical t value marked with a 

[ ] sign, which will be compared with a t table of 1,649. The following variables have a significant influence on stock price volatility 

(VS).  

a. The previous stock price volatility (VS-1) in lag 2 has a statistical t value of 1.731 which is greater than t table 1.649 so 

Ha is accepted and Ho is rejected. It can be concluded that the previous day's stock volatility has a positive effect on the 

current stock price volatility. 

b. Social media has a value of -0.33881 in lag 1 and -0.32451 in lag 2 which is greater than t table so that Ha is accepted 

and Ho is rejected. It can be concluded that social media now harms current stock price volatility. 

 

After estimating the VAR, to make it easier to analyze the effect of the dependent variable on stock price volatility (VS), a 

regression test was performed using OLS. The following are the results of data processing using OLS. 

 

Results of Multiple Linear Regression Analysis 

 

Table 2 Result of Multiple Linear Regression 

 

Dependent Variable: D(VS)   

Method: Least Squares   

Date: 04/07/21   Time: 22:38   

Sample (adjusted): 2 355   

Included observations: 306 after adjustments  

     
     Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistik Prob.   

     
     C -0.005616 0.051268 -0.109548 0.9128 

D(SM) -0.204815 0.020782 -9.855493 0.0000 

D(VS_1) 0.000182 6.54E-05 2.785650 0.0057 

D(SM_1) 0.008621 0.021779 0.395836 0.6925 

     
     R-squared 0.266741     Mean dependent var -0.001807 

Adjusted R-squared 0.259457     S.D. dependent var 1.042095 

S.E. of regression 0.896773     Akaike info criterion 2.632958 

Sum squared reside 242.8691     Schwarz criterion 2.681633 

Log likelihood -398.8426     Hannan-Quinn criter. 2.652425 

F-statistic 36.61992     Durbin-Watson stat 3.052447 

Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000    

     
     

 

From the table, it can be seen that the equation model of the VAR model is as follows: 

 

VS = -0.005616 + (-0.204815)SM + 0.000182VS-1 + 0.008621SM-1 + e 
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1. Simultaneous Test (F test) 

 The F test was conducted to jointly test all independent variables on the dependent variable. The F test is said to be 

significant and can be continued to the partial test (t test) if the probability of the F test value is <0.05, which means that the 

independent variables together affect the dependent variable. Based on table 4.10 it can be seen that the probability value of the F 

test is 0.00 which means less than 0.05, the F test can be concluded to be significant. Then together the independent variables (SM, 

VS-1, SM-1) affect the dependent variable (VS) and can be continued for T test analysis 

2. Hypothesis test (T test)  

 Partial testing will explain the relationship between variables as follows: 

a. The influence of social media (SM) on stock price volatility (VS).  

 In the table it can be seen that the significance value of social media (SM) is 0.0000 which is smaller than = 0.05%, it can 

be concluded that Ho is rejected and Ha is accepted, which means that social media (SM) has a significant negative effect on stock 

price volatility. (VS). 

b.  The effect of previous stock price volatility (VS-1) on current stock price volatility (VS). 

 In the table it can be seen that the significance value of the previous stock price volatility (VS-1) is 0.0057 which is smaller 

than = 0.05%, it can be concluded that Ho is rejected and Ha is accepted which means the previous stock price volatility (VS-1) 

significantly positive effect on stock price volatility (VS). 

c.  Influence of previous social media (SM-1) on stock price volatility (VS). 

 In the table it can be seen that the significance value of the previous social media (SM-1) is 0.6925 which is greater than = 

0.05%, it can be concluded that Ho is accepted and Ha is rejected, which means that the previous social media (SM-1) does not 

affect stock price volatility (VS). 

Furthermore, to see the asymmetry effect or leverage effect, a sign bias test is performed. Sign bias test to determine whether 

the data contains elements of asymmetry or not. The following are the results of data processing using eviews: 

 

Sign Bias Test Results 

 

Table 3 Sign Bias Result 

 

Dependent Variable: VS   

Method: ML ARCH - Normal distribution (BFGS / Marquardt steps) 

Date: 03/31/21   Time: 10:59   

Sample: 1 355    

Included observations: 355   

Failure to improve likelihood (singular hessian) after 48 iterations 

Coefficient covariance computed using the outer product of gradients 

Presample variance: back cast (parameter = 0.7) 

LOG(GARCH) = C(3) + C(4)*ABS(RESID(-1)/@SQRT(GARCH(-1))) + C(5) 

        *RESID(-1)/@SQRT(GARCH(-1)) + C(6)*LOG(GARCH(-1)) 

     
     
Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistik Prob.   

     
     
C 1.239699 2.652869 0.467305 0.6403 

VS__1 0.997871 0.000437 2282.450 0.0000 

     
     
 Variance Equation   

     
     
C(3) 8.099648 0.455395 17.78597 0.0000 

C(4) 3.446403 0.259475 13.28220 0.0000 

C(5) -0.081332 0.255416 -0.318428 0.7502 

C(6) 0.065556 0.037121 1.766015 0.0774 

     
     
R-squared 0.998082     Mean dependent var 5264.032 

Adjusted R-squared 0.998066     S.D. dependent var 10841.42 

S.E. of regression 476.7921     Akaike info criterion 13.59265 

Sum squared resid 27734347     Schwarz criterion 13.72912 

Log likelihood -836.7445     Hannan-Quinn criteria. 13.64809 

Durbin-Watson stat 1.386322    

     
     

  

The table shows several variables, namely C3 is the constant value, C4 is the ARCH coefficient value, C5 is the asymmetric 

coefficient, and C6 is the GARCH coefficient. The asymmetric test can be seen from the C5 value, which is -0.081332 which is 

negative. A negative on the asymmetric coefficient indicates the existence of an asymmetric effect or leverage effect. The 

asymmetric effect means that bad news has a higher volatility value than good news.  
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DISCUSSION 

 

The results of statistical tests give surprising results, namely based on the results of the partial test (t test), the probability 

value of news on social media is 0.000 which is less than a significance value of 0.05 with a coefficient value of -0.204815 which 

has a negative connotation, it can be concluded that the news in social media has a negative influence on stock price volatility in 

companies listed on the IDX in 2020. These results indicate that the better the news on social media, the lower the stock price 

volatility, and vice versa, the worse the news on social media, the higher the stock price volatility. The results confirm the theory 

research stimulus organism response (SOR) which identifies how the stimulus or stimuli when given to organisms (people) will 

give an appropriate response to that stimulus. This is a discovery about the impact of information on the cognitive or mental 

elements of investors in the Indonesian capital market that most investors in the Indonesian capital market absorb information and 

make decisions quickly. It is said to be very fast in the absorption of information and decision making because the news posted 

today has an immediate impact on the closing price of today as well. According to Loureiro and Ribeiro (2011), there are cognitive 

or mental elements that can have an impact on one's decisions. Based on this statement, it can be said that investors in Indonesia 

have a high level of cognitive bias (excess panic) in digesting negative news. These results can be caused by high investor panic. 

Haritha and Uchil (2019) explain that news articles have a high impact on the capital market because of the behavioural finance 

perspective. Zhang et al (2017) also explains that investors in making decisions cannot be separated from the mood or nature and 

behaviour of investors.  

Investor behaviour has a huge impact on investor decision making (Zhang et al, 2013). The worse the news circulating 

on social media, the more volatile the stock price (Uygur & Tas, 2013). This study confirms the prospect theory that was first put 

forward by Kahneman and Tversky (1979) that humans do not feel the same weight between gains and losses. Humans feel more 

pain when they lose money compared to getting the same amount of money. That is, when investors absorb bad news on social 

media, investors feel more panicked, causing prices to become unstable. Conversely, if there is good news, investors do not show 

panic because basically according to prospect theory, humans are not too afraid and panicked to lose the opportunity to get profits, 

they are more afraid and panic when they get losses. Alteza and Harsono (2021) state that when faced with gains, people tend to 

be risk-averse, whereas when faced with losses, people tend to be risk-takers. Following the results of the study that there is a 

leverage effect on the capital market in Indonesia, namely high volatility when there is bad news, it can be said that most investors 

in Indonesia are more afraid of losing their money or capital than getting the same amount of profit. The nature of investors like 

this can be explained in a book written by Pompian (2012) which explains some of the characteristics of investors. One of the 

characteristics of investors is to be described as the guardian. The guardian is investors who are worried about losing their money, 

they are more likely to take less risk because they are afraid of losing their money. So this study confirms that investors in Indonesia 

tend to be risk-averse, i.e. they prefer small incomes rather than having to play with stock volatility, causing them to panic if bad 

news occurs. 

This study also confirms the theory of EMH (market efficiency hypothesis) by Fama (1970) which states that an efficient 

market is if the price can reflect the information available in the market. News related to companies in the capital market has a 

significant impact on market prices directly. Therefore, it can be said that the capital market in Indonesia is almost efficient because 

all news is absorbed quickly by the market. This study provides evidence that investors immediately respond on the same day 

when the news is published, which is characterized by a significant influence on today's social media news on stock price volatility 

today.  Sari et al (2017) explains that the internal factor that causes stock closing price fluctuations is changes in profit levels, for 

example. This research is in line with this research that stock fluctuations are strongly influenced by news and information about 

a company. The rapid absorption of information encourages investors to quickly buy and sell shares and form price volatility in 

the capital market. Previous research, Farkas & Keshk (2019), explained that shared news, comments, and even likes from other 

investors caused investor reactions to prices in the capital market. This can depend on the characteristics of investors in each capital 

market. If investors have the character of the adventure, they tend to have an in-depth analysis not only based on the news 

circulating but also analyzing the fundamentals of a company. However, in fact in this study investors in Indonesia are the 

guardians, which have a high sense of panic which is characterized by a negative relationship between news and stock volatility. 

This research is following previous research, namely Haron & Ayojimi (2018) which states that news announcements 

have a high influence on stock price volatility. Rangel (2009) adds that investor reactions in market volatility to available 

information are the basis of financial and economic decision making. Another study also described by Schiereck & trillig (2016) 

which examined the impact of political news on volatility, stated that it was found that there was a significant impact of political 

news on stock price volatility. The research provides sampling evidence of how well news is absorbed by investors. Schumaker et 

al (2012) states that financial news can predict the direction of future stock price volatility so that it can be used as a forecast. In 

addition, because this study takes news from fundamental elements. Even the results in this study are reinforced by the research of 

Yu & Guo (2018) that in a short period, prices can reflect the information available in the market. In line with this research, the 

researcher takes today's news and directly calculates today's volatility and gives significant results, which is the same as what Yu 

& Guo (2018) said that volatile price changes are influenced rapidly by information in the market. Price volatility or the rise and 

fall of stock prices can occur when social media disseminates news about the state of a company (Zhang et al, 2013). The occurrence 

of changes in stock prices by the media is often referred to as a media effect (Fang and Peress, 2008). The media effect shows how 

the position of media or social media affects the economy of a country, including the capital market of a country.  

The results of the statistical test of the effect (VS-1) from the previous day's stock price volatility on the volatility (VS) 

of today's stock prices show the results of a partial test (t test) with a probability value of 0.0057 and a coefficient of 0.000182 

which has a positive connotation. The results of this study indicate that the previous stock movement followed the current stock 

price. This means that before the news spread on social media, the volatility of stock prices on the previous day had followed the 

news that would be shared. There are several possibilities, the first is that investors can predict stock prices using previous analysis 

and other techniques such as technical analysis which predicts stock prices according to past stock movements so that they can 

predict accurately future stock prices (Tandelilin, 2010). The second possibility is that investors carry out proper fundamental 

analysis, namely by assessing the company in terms of risk, finance, company condition and other important information 

beforehand (Harwaningrum, 2016). So that it can be said that Indonesian investors have a high level of accuracy in predicting stock 
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price movements technically and fundamentally. The third possibility is because there has been a previous leak of information on 

the current news which has resulted in the previous price starting to follow the current price volatility. This can be due to news that 

has been posted on other social media or indeed investors have received news leaks in online stock exchange forum discussions so 

that this becomes the reason and strengthens the opinion of the results of research by Tetlock (2007), namely investors overreact 

even before the news announced.  

Based on the EMH theory that stock price movements will be efficient if the prices formed quickly and accurately reflect 

the information available in the market (Fama, 1970). This study confirms the theory that stock moves close to fair value quickly 

if the information is available in the market. This situation is characterized by stock movements which tend to have started 

following the stock movements after that even before the announcement of the information. This indicates how quickly the 

information in the market is awangbsorbed by investors. In theory, EMH is identical to the random walk theory which explains 

that today's price cannot predict tomorrow's stock price because all stocks are following their fair value (Malkiel, 2003). This study 

rejects the assumption of a random walk because the results in this study indicate a change in the previous stock price following 

the current stock price. This means that the stock does not run randomly but goes towards the actual price formation. The statement 

is characterized by a positive relationship from the previous stock price to the current stock price. This is following the results of 

previous research conducted by Tetlock (2007) which explains that investors often overreact even before the news is announced. 

Meaning that before the news was announced investors had reacted to the stock price. Research by Rosario & Chavali (2016) also 

confirmed the existence of information leaks 4 days before the publication of the news. Suwanna (2012) also explained the results 

of research which were confirmed by the results of this study that even 20 days before the news was announced the stock price had 

started to rise following the announcement to be announced. 

The results of the statistical test of the effect (SM-1) of previous news availability on (VS) stock price volatility today 

shows a partial test probability value of 0.6925 which means it is greater than the 0.05 significance level, which means that news 

in the previous period does not affect prices stock. The previous news does not affect due to the relatively long time gap because 

news retrieval cannot be done every day. Considering the relatively long time of taking the news, which is around 1-2 weeks, it 

indicates that within 1-2 weeks after the news is posted there is no relationship between the news posted earlier and the formation 

of today's stock prices. The results of this study indicate that the price formation that is influenced after posting the 1-2 news cannot 

be used as a basis for predicting the future because it is known that after posting the news after 1-2 weeks it does not affect prices. 

In addition, research by Rosalio and Chavali (2016) states that dividend news announcements affect even up to the 19th day after 

the announcement. The difference between the results of this study and previous research can also be explained by Daadaa (2016) 

who states that when there is good news the market does not respond well. Meanwhile, if there is negative news, the market tends 

to respond quickly. This opinion strengthens the argument in this study which in this study most of the news data taken is good 

news so it does not have a strong enough influence on stock price volatility, let alone making news announcements 1-2 weeks 

which is quite a long time. 

This research confirms the EMH theory that news is absorbed by the market very quickly. It can be seen from the day 

the news was posted until 1-2 weeks later it does not affect stock prices. This situation indicates the market has been evaluating 

prices quickly even before 1-2 weeks after the news was announced. The results of research from Maitra and Dey (2012) explain 

that stock prices can be significantly affected 5 days after the news announcement. From this statement, the fair price adjustment 

time in the market tends to be faster so that in this variable there is no influence between previous news and stock price volatility. 

If it is associated with the EMH theory, the market in Indonesia tends to be efficient because the adjustment of fair prices with 

information tends to be faster. The results of this study can break the argument that investors in Indonesia experience 

representativeness bias (Sina, 2014). From the results of the partial test at points A and C, it can be concluded that investors in 

Indonesia are not affected by representativeness bias because the information has been absorbed and responded to by investors 

quickly. It can be seen from the significant influence between today's news and today's closing price, and there is no influence of 

today's news and future stock prices which allows prices to return to normal a few days after the news announcement. 

The exposure of all the relationships between variables previously described provides some empirical evidence regarding 

the contribution of this study. There are several contributions to this research, the first is this research provides new knowledge, 

namely how the development of social media can have a very large impact on the efficiency of the capital market in Indonesia and 

increase investor interest in finding and absorbing information. Whereas in previous research by Sina (2014) which explained that 

investors in Indonesia did not absorb information well or could be said to experience representativeness bias, this study rejects this 

argument because the increased use of social media can have an impact on investors in taking information. This study shows 

evidence that investors in Indonesia consider information from social media as one of the considerations in making decisions. and 

this indicates a fairly high level of stock market efficiency. 

The second contribution is that this research provides knowledge for investors in Indonesia so that they can consider the 

news posted on social media as a basis for making decisions. different from other studies such as (Zhang et al, 2013; Yinglin, 2017; 

Uygur and Tas, 2013; Mizuno et al, 2017) which examined investor sentiments or negative and positive comments on social media, 

as well as Wang & lin (2009) and wang et al (2011) which examines the political news as well as other studies that take the news 

in the media related to the systematic aspects (global factor). This is more specific research on news posting in the social media 

due to the high absorption gauge of how investors respond to the news.  

The third contribution, this research provides a broader picture and insight into investor behaviour in the capital market. 

How the attitude of investors in making decisions, how investors respond to negative and positive news. Thus investors can realize 

their attitude and begin to provide transformation in decision making. In addition, the results of this study can be used as an 

argument that can support and enrich further studies that want to explore knowledge in the field of behavioural finance and 

technological developments in social media. According to research by Luo (2013) which states that the development of technology 

and social media has an impact on the economy of a country. 

Including the findings that need to be known in this study is the finding of a leverage effect or an asymmetric effect. The 

leverage effect in summary is that good news has a higher negative volatility shock than good news (Uygur and Tas, 2013). Tetlock 

(2007) explains that bad news can lead to high stock volatility. In this case, social media can provide bad news which results in 

high stock volatility.  In other words, a decrease in stock prices has higher volatility than an increase in stock prices. Besides that, 
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it is also strengthened by the negative relationship between news on social media and stock price volatility, which means that if 

the news is negative, the stock price volatility will be high and vice versa. The results of the asymmetric effect test also form the 

basis of this study to categorize investors in the Indonesian capital market as investors who are all guardians. Finally, based on the 

asymmetric test results and the relationship between news and stock price volatility, it can be concluded that investors generally 

have a guardian trait. 

The limitation of this research is that the sampling of news is not on all the news that is posted, that is, only on news that 

has a clear negative or positive connotation. on the one hand, sampling that does not include all news is less able to represent the 

results of the study but on the other hand, can reduce the researcher's subjective error in analyzing the news. So that further research 

is expected to be able to retrieve and understand the news with other methods so that it can take the news as a whole. Second, the 

news taken is only related to internal factors of each company, not including external factors such as inflation, economic 

developments and political or cultural and religious changes. Therefore do not consider the systematic aspects of this research has 

not been an overall yield greater results by considering other factors. 

 The third limitation of the research is the sampling of research during the COVID-19 pandemic which also influences 

data collection due to the unstable capital market. Sampling in times of crisis becomes irrelevant if the results are applied outside 

of the crisis. So that further research can take samples outside of the crisis period and can collect news by including systematic 

issues such as politics, social, and religion that may interfere with the capital market. Fourth, this research takes stock price data 

only at t-1. So that they do not see the effects of the elasticity of the wider stock movement. Future research is expected to use a 

longer period. In addition, the limited use of social media on the stock bit application has not been able to provide better results if 

it is not compared to other applications such as stock data. Future research is expected to provide comparisons with this research, 

namely by using other social media applications. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

 Based on the research results that have been discussed previously, several points can be concluded in this study. First, 

this study shows that stock price volatility is significantly affected by news on social media. This study rejects the argument from 

Sina (2014) that Indonesian investors do not receive information well or in other words, there is a representativeness bias on 

Indonesian investors. This research shows that investors in Indonesia are very concerned about various information in decision 

making, including news analysis on social media. Even very fast absorption of information indicated by today's news directly 

affects today's closing price. Second, changes in stock price volatility occur even before the news was posted. This indicates 

information leakage among investors. Third, news that has been posted 1-2 weeks earlier has no impact on stock price volatility. 

Meaning, within 2 weeks after the posting of the news, the news does not affect the volatility of stock prices. This is because the 

market has been efficient so prices have followed the true value. This study provides evidence that investors in Indonesia absorb 

market information very quickly. The rapid absorption of information indicates that the capital market in Indonesia has reached a 

fairly high level of efficiency. this can be seen from the response of investors to the information very quickly. 

 This study has several limitations. First, the news took only has a clear negative or positive connotation to avoid the 

subjectivity of the researcher. Second, the research was taken during the covid-19 pandemic, namely the economic crisis period so 

that it was not able to represent under normal circumstances. These three studies do not include global factors such as inflation, 

politics, exchange rates and others that allow research to be less well-measured. Future research is expected to refine these 

limitations to obtain better results. 
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